
Lake Management Study committee  

Minutes May 20, 2015 

  

  

Present 

    Noah Siegel 

    Steve Weiss 

    Mike Goldstein 

    Rob McGrath 

    Dave Blaszkowsky 

    Stanley Rosen 

 

 

 

Call to order 7:40 PM. 

 

Motion to approve Minutes of May 6, 2015. Approved with minor edits. 

 

 

Rob updated us on the website. 

  we have an email address: LMSC@townofsharon.org we discussed 

  how that will get read and responded too. 

 our web page will soon look like the other town Full webpages, 

 with links, agendas, minutes etc. plan is to make this the focus 

 of all lake-related information. 

 .PDF file format is prefered 

 

Update from Stan on lake testing, currently paid for by the rec dept, and 

their plan to cut back to the mandated once per-week testing rather than 

the twice per week of the past. Test results used to get posted but that 

didn't happen last year. 

BOH to discuss testing Freq (may 23???) change to mondays only... 

 

 

discussion of possible content for website 

 data on lake level and temperature. 

 update on weeds 

 any reports 

 links to other info. 

 request to use historical MYC info and also to allow link to MYC 

website. 

 

Bob presented an example of potential Information to be posed on the 

site. 

 

Currently the lake 'appears to be okay'. no current issues. 

 

Short discusion on the Weeds on the lake edges raised by Todd Arnold at 

the lake review meeting, 

mainly, do the weeds that grew up at the edge of lowered lake last year, 

present a problem this 

year as those now dead weed decompose and provide extra nutrients to the 

lake? 



Impossible to quantify and no known pro-active action to be taken. the 

usual monitoring of lake 

health, weeds, and algie should suffice. 

 

Noah presented draft letters to remind Board of Health, Selectment and 

Rec Dept  

on the Dog and Boat ramp regulations. 

all agreed these were an excellent idea. 

 

Discussion on our rebuilding relationships with state Fish & Game. Greg 

M. has no 

contacts, Cliff had all those relationships. Noah will work on this. 

Steve will to the meeting with Fish & Game (and others) mentioned by Bill 

H at the review committee meeting. 

 

We reviewed and agreed with the corrections to the 2014 Lycot final 

report. 

 

Discussed what input we might have for assitance/backup for the Con-com 

agent (Greg M.)  

Rob and/and or Noah will Speak with Peg about this. 

 

Note that the last official update to the Cedar Swamp Restoration report 

is now three years old. 

 

Will ask other committees (Water, rec, health, planning, con-com) for 

minutes and updates. And will 

do same. Planning has begun receiving our minutes (after approval) as 

requested at Mike's appointment mtg. 

 

Next meeting tentatively set of june 3. 

 

motion to adjourn at 9:15 

  

respectfully submitted, 

Michael Goldstein, 

clerk 

  

 


